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I. SAVOIR-FAIRE

‘‘

Food & Beverage has once again become
a key factor in the success of a hotel. Service
development, concept creation and identity are
crucial in the positioning of a lifestyle hotel.
We bring expert and creative visions to our
clients so they can optimise their offer.
We provide them with tools to enable them to
increase their business efficiency.

Antoine Menard
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I. SAVOIR-FAIRE

DNA
—

The Art of Hosting

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING offers tailor-made support to
clients that are specialised or not, in food and beverage. We assist
them in developing and structuring their activities in France and
internationally.
As a leader in the Parisian lifestyle hospitality sector for the last 15 years,
PARIS SOCIETY operates more than 40 establishments which include
Monsieur Bleu, Le Piaf, Apicius, Louie and Coco.
Thanks to its pool of experts and the Group’s experience, PARIS SOCIETY
CONSULTING brings a new perspective to the hospitality scene,
combining entertainment, events and F&B expertise.
A pioneer in the world of entertainment and with the ability to evolve and
adapt to a dynamic and volatile sector, PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING
positions itself as a trendsetter in terms of innovation. Its savoir-faire is
built on its capacity to create shared experiences as well as profitability.

Girafe — Paris 16th
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I. SAVOIR-FAIRE

Vision
—
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING wants to reinvent the art of hospitality.
PSC is able to intervene at all stages of a successful experience thanks
to the 360° vision our experts bring.
SCENOGRAPHY

Storytelling - Architecture - Interiors - OS&E and FF&E
ATMOSPHERE

Sound design - Light design - Olfactory experience
SERVICE

Style - Conduct - Reception - Signature gestures
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

Look - Taste- Coherence - Pricing - Instagrammability
LOGISTICS

Servuction - Flow management - Space distribution

Attention to detail, generosity and passion for this profession makes
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING a key player in hospitality.
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Apicius — Paris 9th

I. SAVOIR-FAIRE

Fields of Intervention
—

Hospitality in the broadest sense

From restructuring a single establishment to rolling out a new strong
F&B brand internationally, PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING adapts
and intervenes in either a targeted or global manner alongside
independents or larger groups, regardless of their F&B experience.
1 — RESTAURANTS
2 — BARS
3 — HOTEL F&B (SNACK, BAR, BREAKFAST...)
4 — CLUBS
5 — EVENTS

Apicius — Paris 8th
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I. SAVOIR-FAIRE

The Team
—

FRANCK LANDRAGIN
—

HIPPOLYTE GRAS

—

—

OPERATIONS DIRECTOR PARIS SOCIETY

NEW BUSINESS DIRECTOR PARIS SOCIETY

HEAD OF CONSULTING

With more than 40 restaurant openings under his
belt, both in France and abroad, Franck has worked
with some of the most reknowned Michelin starred
French Chefs. These include: Alain DUCASSE,
Joel ROBUCHON and Yannick ALLENO.

From structuring an emerging idea to repositioning
an existing brand, Antoine has a broad experence
in many F&B projects.

Hippolyte Gras joined Paris Society Consulting in
order to put his creativity to good use after having
learned the different facets of hospitality, design
and marketing during his studies at Ferrandi and
Emlyon.

Today, Franck’s experience provides him with a
strategic and unique approach to any F&B project.
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ANTOINE MENARD

‘‘

CALYPSO VAROTSIS

As of today, Antoine has been involved in around
50 bar and restaurant openings. Turning ideas
into a concrete businesses or transforming theory
into practice has become second nature to him.

ALEXANDRE PEYRUSSAN

He developed his culinary expertise at Lenôtre
and Le Crillon, his sense of hospitality at the
Experimental Group and his skills in project
management at Angelina Paris (Groupe
Bertrand) as an International Franchise Manager.

AURÉLIEN FLEURY

JULIEN CHICOISNE

Mixology Expert

Culinary Expert

Project Manager

Procurement Expert

CÉLINE DE CARNÉ

ÉTIENNE KEMPF

JULIEN HAUSMANN

OLIVIER SALEM

HACCP Expert

Development Expert

Artistic Director

Steps of Service Expert

I. SAVOIR-FAIRE
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EXPERTISE
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II. EXPERTISE

AUDIT
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING experts evaluate the
performance of the different key pillars of an establishment.
CONTRACTUAL ELEMENTS

•
•
•
•
•

Site visits (mystery guest or official visit)
Needs and context analysis
Constraints and objectives
Detailed audit debriefing
Recommendations

F&B ANALYSIS
•
•
•
•
•

Positioning & Pricing
Offer viability
Quality of execution
Relevance of tableware
Compliance with HACCP rules

NON F&B ANALYSIS
•
•
•

•
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Financial performance
HR management
Interior & exterior scenography
Sound & Light Design
OS&E and FF&E
Signage and Frontage
Staffing
Uniforms
Conduct
Service style

II. EXPERTISE

CONSULTING
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING offers
tailor-made support in the following
areas :
I - STRATEGY
> Market Research
> Finance
> Development
II - EXPERIENTIAL
> Concept Creation
> Scenography & Staging
III - TECHNICAL
> Design & Architecture
> Back of House
> Front of House
IV - OPERATIONAL
> F&B offer
> Human Resources
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II. EXPERTISE

CONSULTING

STRATEGY

MARKET RESEARCH & BENCHMARKS
•

Global or targeted F&B trend analysis
Strong markers, leaders, details, etc.

•

Customer analysis
Target market definition & personas
Customer expectation
Behavioural analysis

•

Trading area analysis
F&B concepts & offers in the area
Local consumer trends
Geomarketing analysis

FINANCE
• Investment scenario
• Business plan
• Operating account creation
• Overall financial support
DEVELOPMENT
• Project definition
• Project repositioning
• Project management team creation
• Actions and targets
Financial target
Human capital
Marketing tools
12
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II. EXPERTISE

CONSULTING

EXPERIENTIAL

GLOBAL CONCEPT
• Storytelling proposals
• Concept book
Storytelling
Story living
Executive summary
Typical day outline
Detailed customer experience
Positioning
USPs
Visual chart and identity
Service standards
SCENOGRAPHY & STAGING
• Artistic Direction
Sound design
Light design
Olfactory atmosphere
Artistic program
Connection with sound & light design experts
Attendance during meetings
•

Staff uniforms
Artistic identity
Connection with adapted tailors
Coordination of pre-production work
13

II. EXPERTISE

3 TECHNICAL
CONSULTING

DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
• Architectural «Design brief»
• Tender coordination with designers/architects
• Furniture and interiors recommendations
• Participation in «Design» meetings

BACK OF HOUSE
• Kitchen plan
• Bar plan
• Kitchen’s call to tenders coordination
• Participation in «BOH» meetings
• Plant room

FRONT OF HOUSE
• Servuction
• Flow management analysis
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4 OPERATIONS

II. EXPERTISE

CONSULTING

F&B OFFER DEFINITION
• Bar & Restaurant menu creation
Offer structure
Menu creation or co-creation with on-site team
Creation of recipe data sheets
Visit, follow-up and validation of offers
Organisation / presence at tastings
Implementation of prelaunch corrective actions
Strategy and pricing policy
•

Tableware recommendation (OS&E)
Linking with adapted suppliers
Mood board creation
Sourcing and sample presentation

HR
• Target organisation chart
• Creation of targeted position job offers
• Recruitment support
• Definition of charters of standard operating 				
procedures
Attitude
Tone & vocabulary
Business speech & upselling
15

‘‘

TRAINING

II. EXPERTISE

Our experts deliver training in order to set in motion the concepts that have
been created by PSC. This ensures that the final product and experience is in
line with the consultations.

SERVICE STYLE
• Direction
Align all aspects of the new F&B concept
Create a Style of Service document to transfer to the on-site teams
Define the Customer Journey and the key focal points at each stage
Define a Code of Conduct (General Conduct, Tone & Key Words)
Create a Job Description with 10 strong responsibilities per role
Create the Service Signatures of the F&B concept
•

F&B Team
Develop a strong team spirit with a shared mindset
Ensure individuals know how their actions affect the quality of service
Coach the team during customer interactions on their service style
Integrate individual behaviour, conduct and speech
Define client expectation
Understand the importance of active service in order to preempt customer needs
Integrate suggestive selling to ensure additional sales
Additional sale types: cross selling, complementary selling & upselling
Know how to create and seize opportunities
Develop reflexes to increase customer fidelity

OPERATIONS
• Kitchen and/or Bar
Creation and presentation of the menus
Ingredient presentation and understanding
Task and duties training and rehearsal
Observation and recommendation phase
16

II. EXPERTISE

PRE-PARTNERSHIP
The audit or consulting phase of a site by PARIS SOCIETY
CONSULTING can be the first step of a longer collaboration
with us.
Depending on the location and the potential of the site, a
partnership can be envisaged through a management contract
or a trademark licence with PARIS SOCIETY.

EXAMPLES OF LONG-TERM COLLABORATIONS
—

CONSULTING
Audit, creation and deployment of the concept
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Over a defined period in order to consolidate
and validate the concept
TRADEMARK LICENCE
Over a defined period of time

17
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METHODOLOGY
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III. METHODOLOGY

‘‘

Our 360° vision allows us to intervene at all stages of
creation and deployment of a project.

This support is tailor-made and can be adapted to the
depth of intervention that the client requires, from the
embryonic idea stage to the restructuring of a concept
already in business.

Franck Landragin

19
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III. METHODOLOGY

BRIEFING & AUDITS
FIRST CONTACT

•
•
•
•
•

Meetings and telephone calls
Site visit
Explanation of the mission’s ins and outs
Definition of constraints and needs
Information exchange (e.g.: Business Plan, Menu Engineering, Plan....)

AUDITS
An audit of the existing system will be necessary, the depth of it will depend on the nature of the
project.

2

•
•
•

Strengths and Weaknesses Analysis of existing outlets (SWOT)
Potential strength and risk areas
Capacity and Response Analysis

BENCHMARKS & FEASIBILITY STUDIES
TRADING AREA

•
•
•

Business Environment analysis
Competitor analysis
Customers analysis

F&B TRENDS

•
•
•

Targeted monitoring of an area (e.g. Country, Continent, Instagram...)
Targeted monitoring of a type of cuisine (e.g. Wellness, Urban, Californian...)
Development drivers definition

FEASIBILITY STUDIES

•
•
•
•

Investment scenarios
Definition of the investment required for the different profitability scenarios
Analysis of the project economic and marketing spin-offs
Analysis of the project capacity to become a destination
20

III. METHODOLOGY

3

F&B CONCEPT CREATION
STORYTELLING

•
•

Presentation of one or more potential stories
Conclusion of the concept positioning, sensitivity and offer

The chosen story will be the common thread that must be found in all the components of the project.
«CONCEPT» BOOK

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity
Typical day and customer itinerary
F&B offers
Artistic direction and general atmosphere
Visual identity recommendation
Tableware recommendation
Staff uniform recommendation

DESIGN BRIEF
> ARCHITECTURE

Visual document to guide the designer on the desired client experience and/or to open a discussion.

•
•
•
•
•

Distribution of BOH and FOH spaces
Type of seating and tables desired (shapes, heights, specific features)
Capacity definition (e.g. bar/restaurant/ MICE rooms/ terrace...)
Mood boards by area
Constraints and needs according to the time of day

> SOUND & LIGHT DESIGN

•
•
•
•
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Musical and luminous atmosphere
Music recommendation according to the space and time of day
Maximum decibel recommendation
Definition of light intensity according to the time of day

III. METHODOLOGY

4

CONCEPT DEPLOYMENT
F&B MENU CREATION
> TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

•
•
•
•

or

Menu structure and content creation
Organisation of tastings
Amendments post tastings
Creation and sending recipe data sheets

> CO-CREATION

•
•
•
•

Creation of menu structures
Exchanges on the content with the team on site (chef / barman, etc.)
Presence during tastings
Feed back and post-tasting and actions

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•

Linking with experts (sound/light designer, suppliers, etc.)
Centralisation and analysis of responses to calls for tenders
Participation in construction meetings with all stakeholders
Participation in strategy meetings
Coordination and monitoring of the prelaunch work of the selected experts
Site visit during construction followed by feedback & recommendations

TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

•
•
•
•
•

Creation of kitchen plans
Creation of bar plans
Listing necessary equipment
Recommendation of suitable suppliers
Analysis and follow-up of «Back of House» plans
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III. METHODOLOGY

5

POST-OPENING FOLLOW-UP
ANNUAL FOLLOW-UP
Recurrence is defined depending on the project

•
•
•
•
•
•

360° audit on the maintenance of the concept’s standards
Audit of the implementation on site (Project Manager + Chef)
Tasting of the entire menu or part of it as required
Live corrective actions
Detailed reports (F&B and non-F&B areas)
Action plan for improvement
These follow-ups may take the form of mystery client audit or official visits.

TRACKING TOOLS

•

Monitoring and control tool implementation (process sheets, Excel, etc.)

PUNCTUAL TRAINING

•

23

Organisation menu training sessions
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5 ACHIEVEMENTS
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

They’ve trusted us
—

innovation lab
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Sofitel Le Scribe
*****

PARIS

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING worked with the emblematic Hotel du Scribe to
pivot the restaurant and cocktail bar design for it to become a Parisian destination.
The PSC team intervened at every step of this ambitious project, from the search
of an identity through a story proposal, the creation of the bar and restaurant
menus, to the names of the cocktails, the tastings and the creation of the technical
recipe sheets.

1 - Riviera identity | Storytelling, Positioning
2 - F&B Offer | Menu Structure and Formulae
3 - Scenography | Uniform Brief
4 - Atmosphere | Sound Brief & Light Design
5 - Bar Offer | Tastings, Recipes
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Kimpton Saint-Honoré
*****

PARIS

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING worked alongside the Intercontinental Hotel
Group on the development of the F&B facilities for the first Kimpton Hotel in France.
Kimpton is a premium lifestyle brand with a 5 star rating.
PSC is responsible for creating the F&B concepts. Both the restaurant and bar
areas designed by Humber & Poyet, as well as the panoramic rooftop are to
become key destinations for locals and internationals alike.

1 - F&B Concept Creation | Restaurant Bar, Rooftop
2 - Rooftop Identity | Storytelling, Positioning
3 - F&B Offer | Menu Structure and Formulae
4 - Artistic Direction| Scenography, Live Music, OS&E
5 - Restaurant Identity | Sound design, Logos, Uniforms
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

TRIBE Batignolles
****

PARIS

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING supported the marketing team in charge of the
creation and development of the TRIBE hotel brand, specifically for the common
area called the «Social Hub».

c

The aim of this collaboration was to bring out unique selling points that punctuate
the customer experience throughout their journey in the space. This project was
rolled out for the opening of the TRIBE Batignoles in Paris.

lique

Created by i cons
from the Noun Project

1 - TRIBE Brand Markers and Identity
2 -TRIBE Service Style and Markers
3 - «Customer experience at the Social Hub» Bible
4 - Training and Execution of the Service Style
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Bouygues Real Estate

PARIS

A spectacular skyscraper located in the new Porte de Bercy District near Charenton
is planned to be finalised by 2026 and required a specific direction for the two top
floors. The aim is to create a « feel good » entertainment destination that stimulates
and brings together all aspects; to provide an experience that is so much more
than the sum of its parts.
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING made an in-depth study of the possibilities and
the relevant options that would correspond for a rooftop destination in this area.
Based on this research, PSC proposed a concept that is both strong in identity and
adaptable to the different facets of the tower.

1 - Market Area Benchmark | SWOT Analysis, F&B and non-F&B Areas, Population, etc.
2 -Investment proposal | Structure and Use of Space, Revenue Projections, etc.
3 - Flow and Logistical Constraint Analysis
4 - Customer Journeys | Internal and External Guests, Accessibility, Lift Requirements.
5 - F&B Concept | 6 projects F&B and non-F&B over 1200m²
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

JO&JOE

GENTILLY

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING was hired to structure and define the F&B identity
of the JO&JOE lifestyle entry level brand in order to make it both unique and scalable.
The partnership continued with the deployment of the brand’s first urban flagship,
located in Gentilly close to Paris.
The work of Paris Society Consulting started with the creation of the brand’s F&B
Manifesto and continued on to many aspects of deployment with the kitchen designer
along side the Accor project team.

1 -F&B identity | Storytelling, Positioning
2. F&B Manifesto | Personas, USPs ,Key words, Servuction, Conduct
3. F&B Gentilly Offer | Menu Formula, Recipes, Showcooking
4 - Staging Recommendations| Atmosphere, Sound & Light Design
5 - Technical Advice | BOH Space Structure, Kitchen Equipment Recommendation
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

HYDE Beach

CANNES

A new F&B concept on a private beach of the Grand Hotel in Cannes will open
under the name Hyde Beach thanks to a partnership between SBE & Accor.
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING assisted the Accor team on the identity and
positioning of this new concept in order to clearly define the storytelling and story
living specific to Hyde Beach Cannes.

1 - Market Area Analysis
2 - Code of Conduct and Commercial Vocab | Upselling
3 - Identity | Storytelling, Positioning
4 - Digital Strategy
5 - Atmosphere | Sound Brief & Light Design, Events, Uniforms
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Maison Mère
****

PARIS

PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING assisted a Parisian independent
hotel owner in the redesigning of his 3* hotel into a 4* lifestyle hotel.
The mission was to accompany the owner and stakeholders in all aspects of the
project up to opening, this included: identity creation of the dining bar «Hey
Honey», menu structure, positioning, trading area analysis, calls to tender,
attending architectural project meetings, etc.

POIDS DES CA EN % - PROJECTION PSC
9%

2%
23%

Petit-déjeuner
Restauration midi

21%

Restauration soir
14%
9%

Bar
Banquet + Location salle
Location de salle

22%

Divers

1 - F&B Concept | Storytelling, Positioning, Identity, Name
2 - Strategy | Competitor Analysis, Business Plan
3 - Logistics | Liaising with Architects, Zoning, BOH Plans
4 - Atmosphere | Sound & Light Design, Uniforms, OS&E
5 - F&B Offer | Menu Formulae, Recipes
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

[ Confidential ]
****
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING worked alongside a 4* hotel in central Paris to
create a spectacular F&B offer. This umbrella of a brand encapsulates 5 distinct
sub-brands, which can be found in 5 different areas in the hotel. These are: 2
restaurants, 1 bar, 1 patio et a 1500m² terrasse.
From the identity proposal to the future operational deployment and the creation
of technical plans, PSC supported the owners and stakeholders in all aspects of
the project.

1 - «Circque» Identity | Storytelling, Positioning
2 - F&B Offer | Menu Formulae, Recipes, Showcooking
3 - Artistic Direction | Scenography, Live Music, OS&E
4 - Logistics | Business Plan, Architectural Insights and Advice
5 - Atmosphere | Sound & Light Design, Uniforms
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

[ Confidential ]
*****
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING assisted operators in defining a new hotel brand
that will subsequently be developed worldwide.
This an ambitious project of a new lifestyle brand where PARIS SOCIETY
CONSULTING created the guidelines and the identity of the innovative F&B
space. This futuristic project based on well-being was approached in its entirety,
from the creation of the brand to the anticipation of its scaleability in different
continents, with a significant local focus.

1 - «Well-being» Identity | Storytelling, Positioning
2 - Concept Scaleability | Global Guidelines & Local Adjustments
3 - F&B Offer | Menu Structure, Recipes
4 - Atmosphere | Sound & Light Design Brief, Uniforms
5 - Logistics | Architectural Briefs, Zoning
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Chantilly

Mercure Chantilly Resort
****

The Atypio group, owner of the Mercure Hotel in Apremont near Chantilly called
upon PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING to create a new F&B concept as the
establishment underwent major renovations.
The aim was to create a a destination for the leisure consumer on weekends,
whilst remaining relevant for business clientele during the week.
.

1 - F&B Concept | Restaurant, Bar, Outdoor Offer
2 - F&B Offer | Menu Structure, Recipes, Showcooking
3 - Artistic Direction | Scenography, OS&E
4 - Identity | Atmosphere, Uniforms
5 - Logistics | Roll out Plan for Showkitchen
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

CANNES

Mercure Cannes-Mandelieu
****

For the renovation of their hotel, the owners of the Mercure Cannes-Mandelieu
have worked in partnershsip with the owners of the F&B brand AIX&TERRA, in
order to adapt the concept to their F&B outlet.
This partnership was created thanks to PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING during
the initial phase of renovation. PSC made this decision after site visits during the
construction phase and a consequent optimisation of the plans alongside the
architects.

1 - Strategic Meeting to define the project
2 - Optimisation Analysis to implement the Aix&Terra Brand
3 - F&B space Analysis
4 - BOH and Kitchen area Analysis
36

IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

AIX&TERRA
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING is working alongside this F&B brand in
order to create and develop an F&B Retail and Restaurant franchise structure
adapted to a 4* level.

1 - OS&E Recommendation
2 - Tailored OS&E Procurement
3 - Uniform Recommendation
4 - OS&E Lookbook
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

MARSEILLE

Sofitel & Novotel Vieux-Port
*****
As part of the overhaul of the Novotel & Sofitel’s F&B spaces in Marseille, the 2nd,
3rd and 7th floors are being redesigned (2 restaurants with cocktail bars and 1
coffee shop).
PARIS SOCIETY CONSULTING was asked to help define the concepts and
identities of the three F&B outlets in order to create a lively customer experience
from morning to night.

1 - Identity Definition | Storytelling, Positioning
2 - In Depth Market Study | F&B trends, Market Study, Investment Scenario
3 - F&B Offer | Menu Structure, Recipes
4 - Atmosphere | Sound & Light Design brief, Uniforms
5 - Logistics | Business Plan, Architectural Briefs, BOH plans
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IV. ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES
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CONTACT US
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V. CONTACT US

WEBSITE
consulting.paris-society.com
WWW

HAVE A PROJECT ?
CONSULTING@PARIS-SOCIETY.COM

LINKEDIN
Paris Society Consulting
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CONSULTING@PARIS-SOCIE T Y.COM
38, AV. DES CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES
75008 PARIS
CONSULTING.PARIS-SOCIE T Y.COM

